Domain motions in actin.
Previous crystallographic investigations have shown that actin can undergo large conformational changes, even when complexed to the same actin binding protein. We have conducted a formal analysis of domain motions in actin, using the four available crystal structures, to classify the mechanism as either hinge or shear and to quantify the magnitude of these changes. We demonstrate that actin consists of two rigid cores, a semi-rigid domain and three conformationally variable extended loops. Confirming predictions about the nature of the domain rotation in actin based on its structural similarity to hexokinase, we show, using an algorithm previously used only to identify protein hinges, that residues at the interface between the two rigid cores undergo a shear between alternative conformations of actin. Rotations of less than 7 degrees in the torsion angles of five residues in the polypeptides that connect the rigid cores enable one actin conformation to be transformed into another. Because these torsion angle changes are small, the interface between the domains is maintained. In addition, we show that actin secondary structure elements, including those outside the rigid cores, are conformationally invariant among the four crystal structures, even when actin is complexed to different actin binding proteins. Finally, we demonstrate that the current F-actin models are inconsistent with the principles of actin conformational change identified here.